The subject tutorials are an accompanying programme, which support students during their stay. In regular meetings, content-related and organisational questions will be answered. Assistance on a personal level is also included in the program. Solutions to the most important everyday problems can be discussed with the group and the tutor. During the first meetings, the focus will be on the presentation of the examination regulations, the module catalogue, internship regulations and application procedures, in order to facilitate the students’ start in their university life. The tutor also offers guidance during individual counselling, concerning the subject choices and the lecture modules. Moreover, the students gain easy access to laboratories, lecture notes, and mock exams. Additional themes of discussion are the online services, student committees, the higher education policy and university departments such as university sports, the regional data centre and the Centre for Applied Languages. Concerning individual and personal support, the students get tips on how to find an apartment, an internship, a part-time job, leisure activities as well as get in touch with their fellow German students. In this context, the students can take part in optional excursions to the work rooms, libraries and the data centre.

The content-related support will aid the students with their exam preparation and if needed give literature recommendations and provide contact addresses.